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bolism.] Minor Studies from the Psychological Laboratory of Vas*ar
College. E- L. Norris, A. Q. Twlss, M. F. Washburn ' xiv. An
Effect of Fatigue on Judgments of the Affective Value of Colours.' JThe
effect of fatigue, in lowering affectire value, is beyond question. It is far
lean marked in the case of saturated colours than in those of shades and
tints.] M. F. Washburn ' i v . A Note on the Affective Values of
Colours.' [Affective value, in order highest to lowest, attaches to tints,
shades, saturated colours ; affective reaction, whether by pleasantness or
by unpleasantness, is most positive for saturated colours, and more posi-
tive for tints than for shades.] W. T. Shepherd. ' The Discrimination
of Articulate Sounds by Raccoons.' [Four animals learned to distinguish
their names, called in varying tones of voice from other words ; the words
were called in irregular order. There were marked individual differences :
•270 and 500 trials for the best and worst learners.] Book Reviews.

JOUBVAL or PHILOSOPHT, PSYCHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS. viiL,
A O. Santayana. ' Russell's Philosophical Essays.—L' [Apprecia-
tive, but objects to the worship of mathematics.] E. G. Spauldlng.
'Realism : a reply to Prof. Dewey and nn Exposition.' [Cf. vii., 20.
Very long, but seems incapable of seeing the gravamen of Dewey's first
•charge, viz., that an attempt has been made to decide a question of fact
by a mere definition of the meaning of ' genuine knowledge '. J.
Dewey's Rejoinder consequently merely points this out. T—viiL ,4. H. C.
Brown. 'The Logic of Mr. Russell.' ["Strengthens the suspicion
that the new logic is nothing but the old- logic dressed up in new clothes,"
" borrowed from a highly technical science," and so in " an unnecessarily
inaccessible form".] K. Schmidt. 'Tenth Meeting of the American
Philosophical Association.' [The discussions seem largely to have cen-
tred round neo-realiam and Dewey's criticism of it.—v. above.]—viii., 5.
0 . Santayana. ' Russell's Philosophical Essays.—11.' [On Russell on
Pragmitism and on Prugniatism at length, on Russell's own theory
briefly and without recognition of the importance of the problem of
error ; most interesting in the author's Attempt to mxke his own very
elusive position clear. ] R. S. Woodworth. ' New York Branch of the
American Psychological Association.'—viii., ft. J. H. Robinson. "The
Relation of History to the Newer Sciences of Man.' [Though the scien-
tific way of writing history has supplanted the literary, history is not yet
sufficiently historical in that it does not rely enough on the genetic
method which the natural sciences now employ. Archaeology, anthro-
pology, social add animal psychology all yield results the historian must
know to perform his scientific function.] B. A. W. Russell. 'The
Basis of Realism.' [Expresses his ' almost complete agreement' with
the ' Six Realists' of vii, 15, and expounds, briefly but clearly, the
notion of external relations and its connexion with realism and pluralism.
It leads to the result that " many questions which have been supposed
amenable to a priori treatment must be dealt with empirically, since
logic leaves the alternatives undecided ". Contains also the doctrine that
a general proposition may be known though no instance of it is known,
which is exemplified by " all the multiplication-sums that never have
been and never will be thought of by any human being deal with num-
bers over 1000 "• But seeing that there can hardly be a ' multiplica-
tion-sum ' until there are numbers, and that in this example the definite
numbers necessary to constitate the problem and to exemplify a case of
an ' unthought-of multiplication-sum, are explicitly supposed to be lack-
ing, it would seem tnat Mr. Russell had illustrated only the mind's power
of framing unmeaning propositions.]—viiL, 7. W. T. Bush. 'The
.Emancipation of Intelligence,' [Traces the ideas of God, the soul and
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tho universe to ' animistic reminiscence,' and regards idealism as mere
dialectical juggling with these obsolete notions.] E. A. Singer. ' Mind
in an Observable Object' [Has discovered James's lapse in repudiating
' an automatic Bweetheart which should be absolutely indistinguishable
from a spiritually animated maiden,' but does not suggest the proper cor-
rection, viz., that if the cases were absolutely indistinguishable, it would
not matter pragmatically whether the lady were called ' automatic' or not,
because the meaning would be the same.]—viiL, 8. Q. A. Tawney.
' Consciousness in Psychology and Philosophy.' [" It is all very well to
write psychology for the sake of psychology . . . but we need a pay,
chology of human conduct to supplant the psychology of consciousness."]
M. E. Haggerty. ' The Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the American
Psychological Association.' [Says the use and meaning of consciousness
was the chief problem.]—viii.,9. I: W. Rlley. 'Continental Critics
of Pragmatism.' [Chiefly about tho French popularisers, Bourdeau,
Hubert, Chaumeix.] B. C. Ewer. 'Tho Eleventh Annual Meeting
of the Western Philosophical Association.' P. Hughes. 'Note on
Methods of Refutation in Philosophy.' [Accuses B. Russell's example
of an unknowable reality in viiL, 8, of converse fallacy of accident and
contradiction in terms.]

ARCHIVES DB PSYOHOLOGIE. Tomo x., No. 1. J. L. des Bancels.
'L'odorat; Revue generaleet critique.' [A useful review, under the titles:
odours and odorous substances, the olfactory apparatus, the external
mechanism of olfaction, olfactoiuetry, the laws of olfactory sensation,
reaction-times and olfactory reflexes.] P. Dubols. ' Conception psycho-
logique de l'origine des psychopathies.' [Brief review of the theories,
physical and psychological, of the origin of mental disorders, from the
earliest times to the present day ; detailed exposition of the views of
Heinroth (Leipzig, 1818). Mental disorder is due to the incidence of
both physical and moral stresses ; but the influences in question are often
trivial, and are common to the majority of lives, normal as well us
abnormal. The essential factor in mental disorder is the ' primitive
mentality ' of the subject: a certain inherited mode of reaction, thought
aDd feeling, and a certain temporary disposition, a ' fragility,' induced by
fatigue, night, menstruation, puberty, senility, illness, intoxication, etc.
Native weakness of mentality, psychasthenia, is thus the cause of psycho-
pathic conditions ; and they must be treated by psychotherapeutic
procedures, by intellectual and moral education.] F. Ruch. ' Melancolio
et psychotherapio.' [Report of a typical case of melancholia (attack, euro,
relapse, and final cure), which was successfully treated on the psycho-
logical principles set forth in the preceding article.] P. Bovet.
' L'originalite' et la banalite dans les experiences collectives d'association ;
Note BUT la facon de les mesurer.' [Collective experiments on verbal
association have proved the existence of ' preferred' or frequently
recurring associations. It is easy to calculate from the results the
coefficients of commonplaceneas or originality of the individual reactors ;
to determine the relative homogeneity of the group ; and to arrange the
stimulus-words in the order of their power to evoke commonplace (or
original) associations. It appears that commonplaceness, as thus
measured, is a mental constant. ] O. Pollmantl. ' Les cephalopodes ont-ils
une memoire ?' [Repetition and variation of von Uexkiill's experiments
with Eltdone moschtita. There is no evidence of memory.] Recueil des
fait* ; documents et discussions. A. van Qenncp. ' Un cas de posses-
sion.' [Description of a case of possession (girl of 18) from a document
apparently of the beginning of the last century.] A. Lemaitre. ' A
propos des chifires scolaires de conduite.' [A good mark at school may
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